organized by the david rockefeller center for latin american studies in collaboration with the romance languages and literatures department, the history of art and architecture department and the harvard art museums


andrea giunta, curator and professor of latin american and international art, universidad de buenos aires, will present on the exhibition radical women: latin american art, 1960-1985.

part of pacific standard time: la/là, the show constitutes the first history of experimental art practices in latin america by women artists and their influence internationally. introduced and moderated by mary schneider enriquez, houghton associate curator of modern and contemporary art, harvard art museums. reception to follow.

*on monday april 2, 1-3pm andrea giunta will lead the workshop latin american women artists: a curatorial perspective as part of the course spansh 255: aesthetics and consumer capitalism in latin america: a radical women approach. open to previously-registered harvard graduate students. register with marcela ramos at: mvramos@fas.harvard.edu

free admission